
	  
	  

Channel Mix: eHarmony 

 

Social Media: Facebook and Twitter 

Based on our previous research on the digital media habits of our consumers, we 
have chosen two social networking sites to focus on as part of our advertising 
campaign for eHarmony. The first social networking site is Facebook. We chose 
Facebook because our target market, consumers ages 30-49, is already utilizing 
this site as part of their everyday lives. They are old enough to spend their time 
on Facebook “liking” brands and products, and young enough to know how to use 
all of Facebook’s options and tools so they receive the highest benefit possible 
from the site. We want to focus on Facebook because of its widespread popularity 
and increasing influence among consumers. 

It is important to note that consumers within our target market are looking to 
connect on a social level with other people like them. Therefore, we feel that 
Facebook is a very advantageous tool to use when trying to connect consumers to 
eHarmony. From our previous research, we discovered that 70 percent of people 



	  
	  

on social networking sites are between the ages of 30 and 49 (Madden & Zickuhr, 
2011). This is an outstanding number and through proper utilization of Facebook 
we can successfully reach all of these consumers with our message. Furthermore, 
Pew Research says that 65.5 percent of social network users have an average 
income of $50,000 or more, and about 66 percent of social network users have 
some college education or higher (Madden & Zickuhr, 2011). Because our target 
consumers have stable incomes and at least some college education, we feel that 
Facebook would be the perfect way to target these people. 

The second social media site that we will focus on as part of eHarmony’s social 
media campaign is Twitter. We chose Twitter based on the fact that, as stated 
previously, a growing number of people in our target market are using social 
media sites. Twitter is also a more up-to-date, minute-by-minute social 
networking site and is arguably more easily accessed via a mobile phone than 
Facebook. Twitter is a fast, easy way for potential consumers to get information 
about eHarmony from the company itself, as well as current consumers who 
advocate for the brand. 

Consumers will take a few steps in order to find out about, consider and perhaps 
join eHarmony. The first step in this participant journey will be for the consumer 
to hear about the brand via word-of-mouth, or perhaps a TV or radio 
advertisement. After the consumer knows about eHarmony, he or she will visit 
the eHarmony website as well as the eHarmony Facebook page and Twitter 
pages. He or she might also check review sites and gather information from 
others about their opinions and views of eHarmony as an online dating site. 

This is where Facebook and Twitter can be used to our advantage. Current users 
of eHarmony who are on the Facebook and Twitter pages can be our best 
advocates for the brand, and ultimately contribute to the brand image and 
perceptions. It is important at this stage in the participant journey to carefully 
monitor and moderate what is said about the brand on these two social media 
sites. Lastly, after potential consumers gather information about eHarmony, they 
will make the ultimate decision whether or not to purchase a membership. 

Currently, eHarmony has a running Facebook page as well as a Twitter page. 
However, it is our belief that both of these sites are too generalized and should be 
divided and tailored specifically into different categories for single consumers 
and couples who found their perfect match. 

Mobile Application 

Our target market, consumers aged 30-49, have increasingly become adopters of 
smartphone technology. This is on trend with consumers of all ages with nearly 
half of all mobile users owning a smartphone. Consumers aged 25 to 34 have 
consistently been the leading age group in the smartphone industry. According to 



	  
	  

Nielsen, 64 percent of consumers aged 25 to 34 with mobile phones are 
smartphone users, and 47 percent of consumers aged 35 to 54 with mobile 
phones are smartphone users. These numbers show that eHarmony has the 
opportunity to reach the target market by developing a mobile application 
addressing this target’s needs. 

Consumers will be notified on the eHarmony website to download and try using 
the mobile application. Consumers will be able to use their smartphones and 
access the application store to download the free application with their current 
eHarmony subscription. The application will allow consumers to access all of 
eHarmony’s services on their smartphone in addition to extra features including 
GPS capabilities. 

Consumers will benefit from a mobile application by being able to readily access 
eHarmony services from wherever they are (given they have wireless or data 
speed access). They will also have the added bonus of utilizing the application’s 
GPS capabilities, which will connect them with potential matches in their 
surrounding area. They will also be able to access user-generated content and 
have the option of interacting with other eHarmony subscribers by sharing 
success stories, dating tips and relationship issues. eHarmony will benefit from 
such an application by providing their consumers with another platform, which 
will allow them to stay connected with their consumers wherever they may be. 

Currently, eHarmony has developed an application that encompasses all the 
features Right Brain Advertising is proposing. However, our application will also 
offer location-based services through its GPS capabilities. This is a major 
advantage of our application because users can look for matches by arranging 
casual, low-pressure dates whether they are looking for a serious relationship or 
are looking to get back into the dating game. Our mobile application is also 
beneficial because it will still provide the full spectrum of services eHarmony 
offers, and users will still be able to look at and talk to their potential matches 
either with or without using the location-based service. The most important 
benefit a mobile application will offer is that consumers will be able to stay active 
on eHarmony throughout a busy day and when on the go. The main disadvantage 
of using a mobile application is the platform used since mobile screens are small 
and may be difficult to communicate on in comparison to regular computers, but 
the potential benefits will far outweigh the disadvantages for consumers. 

Advergame 

Advertising in the video game industry is projected to be worth $1 billion in 2012 
(Shields, 2008). With adults being the majority when it comes to casual gamers it 
is no surprise that our group decided to include an advergame for eHarmony. The 
first advergames appeared in the 1980s when Coca Cola came out with an 
advergame that had players shoot Pepsi invaders (Travel Trade Gazette UK & 



	  
	  

Ireland, 2010).  Companies that produce cars, food, and even the Royal Air Force 
utilize advergames in their advertising (Garside, 2007).  Forty-two percent of 
advergamers play more than once per week and of those 42 percent, 18 percent 
say ads help them decide what to buy. Incorporating an advergame into our 
campaign will increase user engagement as well as brand awareness. 

The way our consumers will come across our advergame is by a link on the 
eHarmony homepage to the advergame microsite as they sign into their accounts. 
We will also provide a link on our Facebook page under the “info tab.” Lastly we 
will post the link on our status updates as well as Twitter updates. Once our 
customers click on the link they can start playing automatically. 

There are numerous benefits our customers will encounter by engaging with our 
advergame. Our customers will not only be entertained but they will also get 
dating practice from playing. The game is a virtual speed dating game with 
avatars. The goal of the game is to earn points by remembering specific facts 
about each speed dater with whom you’ve interacted. For the gamers who are 
already eHarmony customers they can win a subscription of the calling feature on 
their profile, gift cards for friends and family members or a promotion code for 
their subscription. For gamers who aren’t subscribed to eHarmony they can 
receive incentives to joining, like a free match weekend. Older adults like to play 
casual games and this game will provide them with a casual game that also 
interests them. It is important to have content on the game that pertains to our 
target audience. If our customers are not interested in the content within the 
game then they won’t stay engaged for long periods of time. It is imperative that 
we provide them with content that will entertain as well as intrigue our 
customers. 

Advergames have many advantages over traditional advertising. Instead of 
competing with background noise and only capturing your audience for about 30 
seconds, advertisers can have consumers engage with their brand for an average 
of 10 to 15 minutes. Not only do these consumers play the games for an average of 
10 minutes per time they play at least once per week. Advergames provide a 
continuous source of advertising in the form of a fun game that is much cheaper 
and consistent than traditional 30-second advertising (Hein, 2006). Another 
advantage of advergames is that advertisers can display key brand messages 
throughout the game as well as collect user data. 

Even though there are many advantages of advergames such as low price and 
providing continuous engagement from consumers, advergames do have 
disadvantages. Opponents of advergames say that they are short and 
unsophisticated compared to games that are created for game consoles (Garside, 
2007). Since many advertising agencies are creating the games they are not up to 
par with games created by people whose sole job is to create fun and interesting 
games. Another disadvantage is that people may not notice the advertising in the 



	  
	  

game since they are busy playing the game (Garside, 2007).	  


